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DEAC accredited institutions offer a broad array of instructional programs and student support services to meet varied educational and
professional goals of a highly diverse student population. Institutions determine appropriate performance criteria to measure the success of their
students in achieving their goals in the context of the institution’s specific mission and scope. You will find below (1) a summary of how this
institution measures student achievement in the context of the institution’s mission and educational programs, and (2) student achievement
metrics which the institution believes best reflect student and program performance. For more information about DEAC standards and
requirements, please visit www.deac.org.
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Summary of Institution Mission and Student Achievement
The mission of the TEACH-NOW Graduate School of Education is to equip, enable, and empower tomorrow’s teachers for tomorrow’s
students in tomorrow’s learning world using a globally-accessible, activities-based, collaborative learning model.
The achievement of our candidates speaks for itself:
--we have sector-leading retention and graduation rates, compared against the data set from the National Center for Education Statistics
--our candidates' PRAXIS scores are above the state averages, demonstrating the rigor and applicability of our learning model
--our candidates report 30% + increases in their competence areas, across the board
--89% of our candidates report that our programs helped them to achieve their personal or professional goals

Aggregated Institutional Data on Student Achievement
The sample used for this analysis was from candidates who began their coursework between May 1, 2018 and April 30, 2019. This allowed
for candidates beginning their program in April 2019 to have up to 1.5x the expected length of time to complete their studies.
The TEACH-NOW Teacher Certification Program is a 36-week long program. The 54-week graduation rate is 74% and the 54-week retention
rate is 86%.
For candidates completing a TEACH-NOW master's degree, an additional sixteen (16) weeks of coursework is included beyond what is
required for the Teacher Certification portion (embedded in the master's program). The master's portion of the coursework is tracked
separately from the certification portion, even when they are taken together as one course of study. The 22-week completion rate for the
master's portion of the master's degree is 80%, and the retention rate is 93%.
Within the allotted time frame, 677 candidates graduated from the TEACH-NOW Teacher Certification Program and 95 from the
TEACH-NOW master's programs, representing 778 graduates in total.

